1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Although the organization of neural structures involved in speech production is becoming increasingly well-understood from existing positron emission tomography (PET) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data ([@b0005], [@b0010]), relatively few studies have explored the use of continuous speech tasks in block design fMRI ([@b0015], [@b0020]). Most of our understanding about neural circuits engaged during connected speech production comes from PET studies as PET is less affected by the movement of the jaw, lips and head that are associated with overt connected speech ([@b0005]). However, few centers have access to PET and radiation risks make it less accessible to children and less repeatable in adults. In contrast, fMRI is readily available for all age groups and has no limits on the number of scanning sessions. A major limitation of fMRI has been overt speech-induced motion artifacts. Therefore, researchers continue to use covert reading tasks in an effort to minimize motion artifact while measuring cortical activation related to speech production ([@b0025], [@b0030]).

The use of covert speech tasks is advantageous if one were to assume that covert speech involves all of the processes and neural mechanisms of overt speech except for motor production. However, this assumption that covert speech plus motor production equals overt speech has not been clearly established in the literature. There has been some research that indicated similar patterns of activation when comparing covert to overt speech with the exception of the motor activation observed in overt speech ([@b0035]). On the other hand, several studies using fMRI ([@b0040], [@b0045], [@b0050]), MEG ([@b0055]), and regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) measures ([@b0060]) have failed to validate this assumption in typical speakers or in patients with speech disorders ([@b0065]). There is evidence that tasks performed overtly engage not only the primary motor cortex but also the supplemental motor area (SMA) and dorsal premotor cortex ([@b0070], [@b0035], [@b0075]). Importantly, covert speech tasks do not engage auditory and somatosensory feedback regions including bilateral superior temporal gyri, right ventral premotor cortex, and parietal cortex which monitor speech output on aspects such as content, grammaticality, fluency and volume ([@b0050], [@b0080]) and position of articulators and tongue ([@b0085]). This feedback loop is very important in speech production as it assures correct and proper speech output ([@b0090]). Hence while covert speech tasks are relatively well-suited to examine the feedforward subsystem of the speech production network (SPN), it is not amenable to studying the feedback subsystem.

Researchers have previously used single words tasks and short phrases to investigate both the feedforward and feedback subsystems of SPN engaged during speaking aloud in fMRI ([@b0085], [@b0080]). However, since sparse sampling techniques are used, the signal-to-noise ratio is inefficient and requires a large number of stimuli, which extends the length of the study. Further, these tasks are not suited to study motor speech disorders (e.g. stuttering, dysarthria, and apraxia) where disordered speech patterns resulting from deficits in fluency, articulation, and volume are most evident during connected speech. For example, voice and speech abnormalities in individuals with hypokinetic dysarthria secondary to Parkinson disease (PD) are most evident during overt speech tasks. Therefore, connected speech tasks may be the most effective when examining SPN in its entirety (i.e., both feedforward and feedback subsystems).

Previous research has indicated that arterial spinal labeling (ASL) can be used during overt speech production tasks ([@b0095]) and narration tasks ([@b0100]). These studies, however, have a few drawbacks. First, ASL is harder to utilize when compared to blood oxygenation level dependent fMRI (BOLD-fMRI), has a lower signal-to-noise ratio, and is not as robust as the BOLD signal, making it a less than ideal method to use. Next, spontaneous sentence and narration production tasks lead to variance in individual performance since they fully engage the processes of sematic and linguistic formulation. Further, narrative production may be harder to replicate when tested multiple times. An oral paragraph reading task, on the other hand, is a more robust, reliable production task that can be used across various populations and for pre- and post- intervention assessments.

Until now, relatively few studies have explored the use of continuous speech tasks in block design fMRI ([@b0015], [@b0020]). In comparison to event-related paradigms, block design fMRI is simpler to acquire and process, and it can offer a higher signal-to-noise ratio, due to a comparatively large number of data points ([@b0105]). Reading standardized passages is also easier for participants to learn and perform as compared to spontaneous speech tasks. Having a printed text to read imposes much less linguistic burden on a literate speaker and allows for linguistic features to remain stable across repeated imaging sessions for longitudinal research.

One concern with using connected speech tasks is the presence of motion artifact. The movement of the structures related to speech during volume acquisition has been shown to be the most significant source of head motion artifact ([@b0110], [@b0115], [@b0045]). However, by using modified reading with a closed jaw and minimal lip movement, researchers can significantly limit movement artifact noted during normal speech. Although producing speech without moving the jaw and lips may adversely affect clarity, due to articulatory compensation, the speech is still voiced. The laryngeal motor cortex has been successfully identified using phrases that were vocalized without moving any articulators ([@b0120]) as well as using a task similar to that being evaluated here ([@b0015]). Furthermore, In typical speakers, restricting jaw movement during speech (for instance using small bite blocks) did not significantly affect speech quality despite diminishing its clarity and naturalness ([@b0125], [@b0130], [@b0135]), indicating that processing of the audio signal as well as the auditory feedback mechanisms during speaking without moving jaws and lips are not substantially affected. Therefore, the brain regions activated during phonation and regions mediating auditory and somatosensory feedback can be identified by this modified speech paradigm. Further, motion correction algorithms have improved over the past few decades, and the location of the motion artifacts that may result from small jaw movements does not impede the identification of language/speech areas ([@b0140]).

Obviously, speaking with the jaw closed is atypical speech production; however, it does occur at times in naturalistic communication as with speaking with teeth clenched, with a pipe stem held between the teeth, or with the jaw wired shut post-surgery. Such speech remains reasonably understandable and is similar to speaking with a bite block positioned between the teeth to restrict jaw movement. Bite-block speech in typical speakers has been well studied. It has been demonstrated to adapt immediately for various acoustic speech characteristics including vowel formant frequencies ([@b0145], [@b0150], [@b0155], [@b0160]), vowel and consonant durations ([@b0165]), and coarticulation ([@b0170]). Moreover, jaw-closed speech has been shown to have consonant and vowel durations more similar to unconstrained speech than does bite-block speech. While studies of bite-block speech in PD are limited, it has been shown to adapt immediately for vowel formant frequencies ([@b0175], [@b0180]). Therefore, we hypothesize that speaking with jaw closed and limited lip movement should sufficiently approximate unconstrained speech to appropriately activate the SPN for both typical speakers and those with PD.

As previously mentioned, it would be of interest to map SPN in patients with speech and voice disorders. For example, research has indicated that up to 90% of patients diagnosed with PD are affected by motor speech deficits collectively termed hypokinetic dysarthria (HKD) ([@b0185], [@b0190]). Research on whether the SPN differs between speakers with HKD and typical speakers has been limited to few studies that have used either overt speech paradigms in PET ([@b0195], [@b0200]) or overt reading of single words or sentences in fMRI ([@b0065], [@b0205], [@b0210], [@b0215], [@b0220]).

Thus, the purpose of the present study was to first validate the SPN obtained in typical speakers using overt continuous speech in a block design fMRI paradigm by comparing it to the network identified by PET in the same individuals. Next, we compared the SPN map obtained in speakers with HKD using continuous speech in a block design fMRI paradigm to the map identified previously by PET ([@b0195]). In both speaker groups, we hypothesized that the SPN derived from the new fMRI paradigm will closely match that obtained by PET. Finally, the study compared the SPN of speakers with HKD to those of typical speakers derived from overt continuous speech paradigms in PET and fMRI. Here we expected that the changes in the neural circuits of speech production in HKD previously observed ([@b0225], [@b0200]) would be replicated in the PET data and that these changes could also be identified using the new connected speech paradigm in fMRI.

2. Methods {#s0010}
==========

2.1. Participants {#s0015}
-----------------

### 2.1.1. Typical speakers {#s0020}

Forty-two right-handed individuals (22 males; mean age 31.6 ± 9.7 years) with no history of neurological or psychiatric illness were enrolled in the study after approval by the institutional review board at the University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio. An informed consent was obtained from all participants in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, and participants were compensated for their time. In all participants, hearing was screened and the handedness confirmed by Edinburgh inventory ([@b0230]). Two participants failed hearing screen and 3 participants dropped out of the study due to time constraints. Of the thirty seven individuals who proceeded to complete fMRI and other study procedures, 19 completed PET imaging. Data from 19 participants (10 females, mean age 29 ± 9 years) who completed speech motor mapping by both PET and fMRI are reported here.

### 2.1.2. Speakers with HKD {#s0025}

#### 2.1.2.1. PET study {#s0030}

Ten right-handed participants (8 males, mean age 60 ± 11 years) with a diagnosis of PD and hypokinetic dysarthria were enrolled in the study after approval by University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio Institutional Review Board. The participants were part of a study that examined the neural correlates of efficacy of voice therapy and the results have been published previously ([@b0195]).

#### 2.1.2.2. fMRI study {#s0035}

Thirty-nine individuals with PD (24 males, mean age 70 ± 7 years) and hypokinetic dysarthria were enrolled in the study that examined the changes in the speech motor system following voice therapy after approval by the University of Tennessee Health Science Center at Memphis Institutional Review Board. An informed consent was obtained from all participants in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, and participants were compensated for their time. During voice and speech screening, six participants were deemed to have only mild hypophonia and were therefore ineligible to continue in the study. In four patients, the diagnosis of Parkinson Disease was revised during screening neurological examination (multiple system atrophy (n = 1), progressive supranuclear palsy (n = 2) and functional movement disorder (n = 1)) and therefore withdrawn from the study. Four patients withdrew from the study due to scheduling conflicts. One patient was found to have a preexisting tongue and throat condition during laryngology screening and was found to be ineligible to continue in the study. Of the 24 patients who proceeded to complete baseline fMRI, 3 patients did not complete the reading task due poor visual acuity. Twenty-one patients (13 males, 18 right-handed, 2 left-handed, one ambidextrous; mean age 69 ± 9) with moderate to severe HKD who completed a reading task in fMRI are included in the analysis.

In all individuals with PD (in the PET and fMRI studies), the diagnosis was verified by a board-certified neurologist with subspecialty expertise in movement disorders in accordance with UK Parkinson Disease Society Brain Bank Diagnostic Criteria. The speech was initially evaluated by the clinician completing the UPDRS (item 18) and a certified speech language pathologist (SLP) determined the severity of hypophonia, as well as characterized other aspects of the participants' hypokinetic dysarthria in terms of pitch, voice quality, articulation, rate, resonance, respiration, and prosody ([@b0235]). Participants were screened for any history of hearing impairment or other neurologic or psychiatric diseases and underwent a laryngeal examination to rule out abnormalities that might affect the participation in voice therapy and treatment outcomes (e.g., gastric reflux and vocal fold paralysis). All individuals were on some form of dopaminergic therapy (levodopa, dopamine agonist, and/or monoamine oxidase type B inhibitor). Imaging was carried out during "on" periods. The participants' hearing was screened, and handedness confirmed by Edinburgh inventory ([@b0230]).

2.2. Positron emission tomography {#s0040}
---------------------------------

### 2.2.1. Typical Speakers and Speakers with HKD {#s0045}

PET data were collected from typical speakers (n = 19) and speakers with HKD (n = 10) with a CTI EXACT HR scanner (Knoxville, TN; UT Health San Antonio). Sixty-three contiguous slices (2.5-mm thick) in a transaxial field of view of 15.5 cm were acquired. Water labeled with oxygen-15 (H~2~^15^O, half-life 122 s) was administered intravenously (555 MBq H~2~^15^O/scan), and cerebral blood flow (CBF) was measured using a bolus technique ([@b0240], [@b0245]). Data was collected after bolus arrival in the brain (15--20 s after injection) for 90 s. Images were corrected by measured attenuation using ^68^Ge/^68^Ga transmission scans and reconstructed at an in-plane resolution of 7-mm full width at half maximum (FWHM) and an axial resolution of 6.5-mm FWHM. Participants' heads were immobilized in the PET scanner using individually fitted, thermally molded, plastic face masks ([@b0250]). During the PET session, participants underwent two measurements of CBF during paragraph reading and during eyes open rest. For the paragraph reading condition, the participants read aloud sections of the Grandfather ([@b0255], [@b0235]) and the first paragraph of the Rainbow ([@b0260]) passages. The paragraphs were rehearsed prior to scanning to the extent that they were over-learned as the primary aim of this study was to examine the neural correlates of phonetic encoding, phonology, and articulation and, therefore, reduce activations resulting from semantic and syntactic processing observed during reading novel passages. Additionally, since the face mask covered the chin and restricted the jaw movement, the speakers also practiced reading the passages after the mask was set. Both typical speakers and speakers with HKD were able to read aloud successfully without moving their jaws. During each paragraph reading condition, both passages were displayed over 90 s on a computer monitor screen placed in front of patients' eyes. In the eyes open rest condition, patients were asked to lie still while looking at a crosshair on the monitor and maintain a relaxed state. Along with minimizing head movement during imaging, the individually fitted face mask also limited the movement of jaws and lips during reading. This made the PET reading paradigm similar to that performed in fMRI.

2.3. Functional MRI {#s0050}
-------------------

A T2\*-weighted gradient-echo echo-planar-imaging BOLD-fMRI was acquired as the participants read aloud sections of the Grandfather and the first paragraph of the Rainbow passages in 30 s epochs, alternating with 30 s rest epochs over the course of a 6-min scan. The participants were able to read both passages twice during this time. Similar to the PET study, the passages and reading with closed jaw and lips were rehearsed several times before going into the scanner. The passages were displayed on a computer monitor screen placed behind the scanner and reflected by a mirror placed in front of the participant. Participants read passages with their teeth opposed and without moving their jaws and lips in order to minimize mouth movement, and by extension, motion artifact. In the eyes open rest condition, participants were asked to lie still while looking at a crosshair on the monitor and maintain a relaxed state.

### 2.3.1. Typical speakers {#s0055}

A Siemens 3 T-TIM MRI Scanner (Siemens AG, Munich, DE; UT Health San Antonio) with a 12-channel head coil was used to perform structural and functional brain imaging in typical speakers. One hundred and eighty-three (183) volumes with a voxel size of 2 mm × 2 mm × 6 mm, TR of 2000 ms, TE of 30 ms, a flip angle of 90°, and field of view = 128 × 128 × 21 were acquired in an ascending slice order. A high-resolution anatomical image was acquired using a T1 weighted 3-D Turbo- Fast low angle shot sequence (TR/TE/flip angle = 2100/3.04/13°) with an adiabatic inversion contrast pulse (TI = 785 ms), field of view = 220 × 320 × 208, and 0.8 mm^3^ spatial resolution.

### 2.3.2. Speakers with HKD {#s0060}

A Siemens 3 T Verio MRI Scanner (Siemens AG, Munich, DE, UTHSC, Memphis) with a 12-channel head coil was used to perform structural and functional brain imaging in speakers with HKD. One hundred and twenty-three (123) volumes with a voxel size of 2.55 mm × 2.55 mm × 3.5 mm, TR of 3000 ms, TE of 30 ms, a flip angle of 90°, and field of view = 256 × 204 × 40 were acquired in an ascending slice order. After the fMRI, a high-resolution anatomical image was acquired using a T1 weighted 3D sequence (TR/TE/flip angle = 1900/2.93/9°) with slice-select inversion recovery pulse (TI = 900 ms), field of view = 512 × 512 × 176, and 0.5 mm × 0.5 mm × 1 mm spatial resolution.

2.4. Data preprocessing {#s0065}
-----------------------

### 2.4.1. PET {#s0070}

PET data from the two groups were preprocessed in the same manner using previously validated methods and in-house software. PET images were corrected for head motion using the MCFLIRT tool in FSL 4.0 (<http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/>) and PET and MRI images were spatially transformed relative to the standard MNI atlas. Regional tissue uptake of H~2~^15^O was globally normalized to whole brain rCBF mean value with images scaled to a mean of 1,000 counts. These value and spatially normalized images were tri-linearly interpolated, re-sampled (60 slices, 8 mm^3^ voxels), and Gaussian filtered to a final resolution of 9.9 mm (Full Width at Half Maximum).

### 2.4.2. MRI {#s0075}

MRI data from the two groups were preprocessed in the same manner. The initial 3 volumes of the fMRI data were discarded and the remaining volumes acquired when fMRI signals were in steady-state were further analyzed. The DICOM images were converted to the NIFTI format using the Multi-image Analysis GUI (Mango) (ric.uthscsa.edu/mango/). Structural images were stripped of the cranial and outer visceral layers using the Brain Extraction Tool (BET) plug-in within Mango ([@b0265]). Both functional and structural images were visually inspected to look for major movement artifacts and usability of data and removed from the study as necessary.

Individual fMRI data processing was carried out using FSL (FMRIB Software Library; <http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/>) ([@b0270]), and the following pre-statistics processing were applied: motion correction ([@b0275]), slice-timing correction using Fourier-space time-series phase-shifting, removal of non-brain structures ([@b9005]), spatial smoothing using a Gaussian kernel of 5 mm with grand-mean intensity normalization of the entire 4D dataset by a single multiplicative factor, high-pass temporal filtering (Gaussian-weighted least-squares straight line fitting, with sigma = 30.0 s).

2.5. Data processing {#s0080}
--------------------

### 2.5.1. PET {#s0085}

Further data analyses were performed using MIPS software (Multiple Image Processing Station, Research Imaging Institute, UT Health Science Center at San Antonio, TX) and MANGO (Multi Analysis GUI, ric.uthscsa.edu/mango). For each subject, voxel-by-voxel pairwise contrast was generated contrasting reading versus rest to identify regional CBF changes present during reading. Within-subject regional changes were then averaged across the subjects. A maxima and minima search was then used to identify local extrema within a search volume measuring 1000 cubic mm ([@b0280], [@b0285], [@b0290]). A gamma 1 statistic measuring skewness and gamma 2 statistic measuring kurtosis of the distribution of the extrema established before post hoc analysis were used as an omnibus test to assess overall significance. The group-mean subtraction image was then converted to statistical parametric images of z scores (SPI{z}). Brain regions with increases in CBF with z score \> 3, p \> 0.005 (false discovery rate corrected q = 0.05), and cluster size \>80 mm^3^ are reported.

### 2.5.2. MRI {#s0090}

fMRI data were processed using FEAT (FMRI Expert Analysis Tool) Version 6.00 part of FSL ([@b0295]), by fitting a general linear model to determine differences in activation profiles during reading and rest conditions, on an individual basis and across subjects (grouped by participant type) using FLAME (FMRIB\'s Local Analysis of Mixed Effects) stage 1 ([@b0300], [@b0305], [@b0310]). For fMRI data processing, Z (Gaussianised T/F) statistic images were thresholded using clusters determined by Z \> 2.3 and a (corrected) cluster significance threshold of P = 0.05 ([@b0305]). Cluster size \> 125 mm^3^ are reported.

For both MRI and PET, the images were displayed and significant clusters were labeled in MNI coordinates of Brodmann areas (BA) using MANGO (Multi Analysis GUI, ric.uthscsa.edu/mango).

2.6. Comparison between PET and MRI derived speech production networks {#s0095}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

The PET and fMRI derived SPN in typical speakers and speakers with HKD were examined for spatial similarity by using a Pearson spatial crosscorrelation measure (FSL, [www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/](http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/){#ir015}). We applied Fisher\'s r-to-z transform using a conservative degrees-of-freedom value of 500 (number of independent resolution elements [@b0315]) and converted the resulting z score to a P value. Additionally, in order to examine if the new overt speech paradigm can be used to detect alterations in the neural control system for speech in speakers with HKD, the PET and fMRI derived SPN for typical speakers were contrasted against those derived for speakers with HKD using the processing methods described above.

3. Results {#s0100}
==========

3.1. Speech and voice characteristics {#s0105}
-------------------------------------

### 3.1.1. Typical speakers {#s0110}

While typical speakers were not evaluated by a SLP, they were screened for history of speech and language disorders. All participants had normal hearing. Their detailed demographics are listed in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}.Table 1Demographics of Typical Speakers and Speakers with Hypokinetic Dysarthria.Typical SpeakersSpeakers with HKD-PET studySpeakers with HKD-fMRI studyp valueNumber191021--Age (years)29.3 ± 960 ± 1169 ± 90.03Range (years)21--5040--8250--79--Handedness: R/L/Ambi19/0/010/0/018/2/10.9\*Gender: Male/Female9/108/213/80.4\*IPD duration (years)NA4.1 ± 1.66.7 ± 4.80.1UPDRS Score (items 5--31) on medicationNA51 ± 1243 ± 150.1Reported speech symptoms (UPDRS item 5)NA2.2 ± 0.41.8 ± 0.70.1Speech motor examination (UPDRS item 18)NA1.9 ± 0.71.7 ± 0.50.3Hahn & Yahr stageNA2.5 ± 0.42.6 ± 0.70.6Vocal intensity during reading (dB SPL)NA68 ± 266 ± 40.1HKD severityNAmoderate to severemoderate to severe--[^2][^3][^4][^5]

### 3.1.2. Hypokinetic dysarthria {#s0115}

The diagnosis of PD was confirmed in all participants. Their detailed demographics and clinical characteristics are listed in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}. The PET cohort was younger than the fMRI cohort (p = 0.03), although most individuals in the two groups were between 50 and 70 years (80% of PET cohort and 55% of fMRI cohort). There was no significant difference between the PET and the fMRI groups for clinical parameters of PD duration, UPDRS scores (total, items 5 and 18), and Hahn & Yahr stage (see [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}). On average, both cohorts rated their speech intelligibility to be moderately affected (UPDRS item 5), because they were sometimes asked to repeat their statements. Clinicians rated speech on UPDRS item 18 to be mild with slight loss of expression, diction and/or volume in 30% of speakers with HKD. Speech was rated to be moderately impaired (monotone, slurred but understandable) in 50% of PET cohort and 70% of fMRI cohort. Only 20% PET cohort were found to have speech that was difficult to understand. The severity of HKD and the level of hypophonia were not significantly different between the two groups. Individuals in each group were rated qualitatively by an SLP with more than 20 years of experience in evaluating and treating disorders of speech motor control. Patients were deemed have moderate to severe speech and voice characteristics associate with HKD. For example, individuals with dysfluencies, moderate degree of imprecise articulation, reduced variability in pitch and loudness, and breathy voice were rated to have moderate HKD, while persons with marked dysfluency, severely imprecise articulation, accelerated speech rate, little or no variation in pitch and loudness, and greatly reduced range of articulatory movement were deemed to have severe HKD. While intelligibility was not specifically evaluated, SLPs did not deem any speaker with HKD to be unintelligible. The vocal intensity measured during reading the Rainbow Passage in the PET and fMRI cohorts were 68 ± 2 and 66 ± 4 dB sound pressure level (SPL) measured with a microphone at 50 cm distance. However, all patients were able to increase vocal loudness by at least 5 dB on command.

3.2. PET {#s0120}
--------

### 3.2.1. Typical speakers {#s0125}

The conditional contrast between reading and rest identified brain areas engaged during overt speech production in the cohort of typical speakers ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}, [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). Brain regions showing significant activation and their peak extrema are detailed in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}. Activations in the supplementary motor cortex (SMA), dorsal premotor cortex (PMd, BA 6), anterior cingulate gyrus (BA 32), primary motor cortex (M1-mouth/larynx, BA 4), pars opercularis (BA 44), transverse temporal sulcus (BA 41) and superior temporal gyrus (BA 21/22) were noted bilaterally. Activations in the visual cortex (cuneus, BA 17 and lingual gyrus, BA 18) and cerebellum (lobules IV, VI, VIIIA and VIIB) were bilateral while the putamen activation was found to be left lateralized.Table 2Regions of the speech motor network activated during a paragraph reading task in Typical Speakers mapped by PET and fMRI.PETfMRILobeLocationBrodmann areaxyzZ scorexyzZ score*Frontal*Precentral gyrus (M1 mouth)4−50−104010.3−56−6425.8Precentral gyrus6−52−8349.2−52−10285.3Precentral gyrus6−522485.2Pars opercularis/Precentral gyrus44−52445.1Medial frontal gyrus (SMA)6−12−12604.6−26424.9Cingulate gyrus24−1610344.6Medial frontal gyrus (SMA)600627.766645.2Cingulate gyrus321012423.8Precentral gyrus (M1 mouth)456−6386.954−8325.7Precentral gyrus652−4385.956−2425.5Pars opercularis/Precentral gyrus44521443.4Precentral gyrus4358−484.7Subcallosal gyrus25812−203.6*Temporal*Superior temporal gyrus22−62−3023.7−64−18−26.2Middle temporal gyrus22−56−4264.6Transverse temporal gyrus41−56−18105.4Superior temporal gyrus4152−36123.450−3025.1Superior temporal gyrus4268--2263.5Superior temporal gyrus2262−604.866−2625.2Transverse temporal gyrus4146−24104.2*Parietal*Postcentral gyrus43−56−4164.2−58−4165.1Superior parietal lobule7−24−62524.3Postcentral gyrus4360−6205.656−6185.8Precuneus718−42523.8*Subcortical*Insula13--32−38184.4Insula13−401063.6Claustrum/insula13−308123.9−2822125Insula1344663.5Lentiform Nucleus-Putamen2214125.0*Occipital*Cuneus17−12−9687.4Lingual gyrus17−2−96−26.1Lingual gyrus18−29007.1−6−84−25.5Lingual gyrus184−84−28.18−8006.2Lingual gyrus1710−9826.1*Cerebellum*Culmenlobule VI--22−58−267.4--22−62--225.6Declivelobule VI−12−62−185.3Inferior semi-lunar lobulelobule VIIIA/B−8−68−444.9−8−72−384.3Declivelobule VI18−64−167.116−66--225.3Culmenlobule IV12−40−304.226−56−265.4Inferior semi-lunar lobulelobule VIIB10−70−423.712−70−405.3[^6]Fig. 1Speech motor areas engaged during reading aloud in the cohort of typical speakers identified by PET. The activation map is overlaid on the MNI template and the standard z coordinates are listed below the axial slices. The left hemisphere is on the left side of the image. The Brodmann areas are numbered: 6 - Dorsal premotor cortex, 32 -- Cingulate gyrus, 4 - Primary motor cortex (M1-mouth), 43 -- Precentral gyrus, 41 -- Transverse temporal gyrus, 13 -- Insula, 21 and 22 -- Superior temporal gyrus, 17 -- Cuneus, 18 -- Lingual gyrus. In addition, the supplementary motor area (SMA) and the declive and culmen areas of the cerebellum are identified.

### 3.2.2. Speakers with HKD {#s0130}

The overt speech task in individuals with PD with symptoms of HKD also engaged the same regions noted in typical speakers ([Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}, [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). Brain regions showing significant activation and their peak extrema are detailed in [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}. The activations in the M1-mouth/larynx, SMA, PMd were found to be smaller in the left hemisphere and almost absent in the right hemisphere when compared to typical speakers. Activations in the visual areas and cerebellum were found to be similar in extent to the typical speakers (See [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). Activations in putamen and thalamus were observed bilaterally, but did not remain significant after correction for multiple comparisons.Table 3Regions of the speech motor network activated during a paragraph reading task in speakers with HKD mapped by PET and fMRI.PETfMRILobeLocationBrodmann areaxyzZ scorexyzZ score*Frontal*Precentral gyrus (M1-mouth)4−46−14424.9−52−8484.8Precentral gyrus4−620223.4−58−6204.1Precentral gyrus6−46−2486.8−464485.03Medial frontal gyrus (SMA)6−60685.7−104665.8Medial frontal gyrus (Pre-SMA)6−416503.7−212665.7Cingulate cortex24−1020323.5Cingulate cortex32−1014404.1Pars opercularis/Precentral gyrus44−48683.2Precentral gyrus (M1-mouth)450−8424.3Precentral gyrus650−2383.960−4304.8Pars opercularis/Precentral gyrus44521464.3Superior frontal gyrus (pre-SMA)6612524.5Middle frontal gyrus464416264.8Middle frontal gyrus6504444.7Cingulate gyrus32820424.3Medial frontal gyrus (SMA)626604.4*Temporal*Superior temporal gyrus22−5412−83.9−62−1445.1Middle temporal gyrus21−48--32−43.2−54−24−24Superior temporal gyrus4156−1864.95Superior temporal gyrus2258−2605.2Middle temporal gyrus2152−24−64.99*Parietal*Superior parietal lobule7−30−58506Precuneus724−70543.328−66424.9*Subcortical*Insula13−401883.1Thalamus−12−1644.4Thalamus12−1444.7*Occipital*Lingual gyrus18−2−86−47.3−6−84−125.8Fusiform gurus18--22−96−89.3Middle/inferior occipital gyrus18−269226.5Fusiform gurus37−48−66−144.7Cuneus18−16−10225.5Cuneus1818−10025.4Lingual gyrus17/182−8607.56−8005.7Lingual gyrus1722−9606.614−94−125.8*Cerebellum*Declivelobule VI−16−72−204.9−28−64--225.5Culmenlobule IV/V−30−50−244.5Inferior semilunar lobule−24−70−404.5Declivelobule VI12−68−186.6Culmenlobule IV/V28−62−245.226−64−245.6Inferior semilunar lobule12−76−404DecliveCrus I36−74--224.5[^7]Fig. 2Speech motor areas engaged during reading aloud in the cohort of speakers with Hypokinetic dysarthria identified by PET. The activation map is overlaid on the MNI template and the standard z coordinates are listed below the axial slices. The left hemisphere is on the left side of the image. The Brodmann areas are numbered: 6 - Dorsal premotor cortex, 4 - Primary motor cortex (M1-mouth), 22 -- Superior temporal gyrus, 17 -- Cuneus, 18 -- Lingual gyrus. In addition, the supplementary motor area (SMA) and the declive and culmen areas of the cerebellum are identified.

3.3. Functional MRI {#s0135}
-------------------

### 3.3.1. Motion correction parameters {#s0140}

Head motion has been a major concern in functional connectivity of speech production tasks. Therefore, we examined the motion correction parameters of the fMRI images since one of the primary concerns of performing connected speech production tasks in MRI is the decrement in the image quality resulting from head motion. In both our cohorts, the head translation and rotation while overtly and continuously speaking was small and was not significantly different (p \> 0.4) between the two groups. The average absolute translation in both groups was found to be 0.12 mm with the maximum translation being 0.4 mm (See [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"} for additional details). All participants performed the task appropriately, and data from all participants were included in the analysis.Table 4Motion correction parameters during fMRI overt paragraph reading task in typical speakers and speakers with HKD.Absolute Translation (mm)Relative Translation (mm)Rotation (radians)Typical Speakers0.12 ± 0.040.11 ± 0.020.002 ± 0.001Speakers with HKD0.12 ± 0.080.07 ± 0.050.003 ± 0.006

### 3.3.2. Typical speakers {#s0145}

The SPN identified in the cohort of typical speakers using the new overt connected speech paradigm was consistent with the PET-derived SPN map ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}, [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). The brain areas, their BA label, the x, y, and z coordinates, and the z scores are detailed in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}. Activations were observed bilaterally in M1-mouth, SMA, PMd, opercular postcentral gyrus (BA 43), transverse temporal gyrus, and superior and middle temporal gyri. Similar to the observed findings in PET, bilateral activations were noted in putamen, visual areas and cerebellum. Additional activation in the left cingulate cortex (BA 24) was observed (See [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} and [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}) in this group.Fig. 3Activation pattern detected using BOLD fMRI using the overt connected speech paradigm in healthy individuals. The activation map is overlaid on the MNI template and the standard z coordinates are listed below the axial slices. The left hemisphere is on the left side of the image. The Brodmann areas are numbered: 6 - Dorsal premotor cortex, 24 -- Cingulate gyrus, 4 - Primary motor cortex (M1-mouth), 43 -- Post central gyrus, 41 -- Transverse temporal gyrus, 13 -- Insula, 21 and 22 -- Superior temporal gyrus, 17 -- Cuneus, 18 -- Lingual gyrus. In addition, the supplementary motor area (SMA) and the declive and culmen areas of the cerebellum are identified.

### 3.3.3. Speakers with HKD {#s0150}

The brain areas, their BA label, the x, y, and z coordinates, and the z scores are detailed in [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}. As was observed in the PET study in another cohort with HKD, fMRI using overt connected speech task in speakers with HKD also identified activations in M1-mouth, SMA, and PMd that were of smaller volume in both hemispheres when compared to typical speakers ([Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}, [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}). The activation in the bilateral temporal lobes were found to be of greater volume than seen in PET but still smaller than that seen in typical speakers. The activations in the visual cortex and cerebellum were similar to that noted in other HKD group and typical speakers. Additional activations in left pre-SMA, bilateral thalami (medial dorsal nucleus), and bilateral parietal lobe (precuneus, BA 7) were noted in this cohort (See [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}, [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}). Activation in left putamen did not remain significant after correction for multiple comparisons.Fig. 4Activation pattern detected using BOLD fMRI using the overt connected speech paradigm in speakers with HKD. The activation map is overlaid on the MNI template and the standard z coordinates are listed below the axial slices. The left hemisphere is on the left side of the image. The Brodmann areas are numbered: 6 - Dorsal premotor cortex, 7 -- Precuneus, 4 - Primary motor cortex (M1-mouth), 43 -- Post central gyrus, 41 -- Transverse temporal gyrus, 13 -- Insula, 21 and 22 -- Superior temporal gyrus, 17 -- Cuneus, 18 -- Lingual gyrus. In addition, activation in right inferior frontal gyrus (BA 44), pre-SMA, SMA, and declive and culmen areas of the cerebellum are identified.

3.4. Comparison between PET and MRI derived speech production network {#s0155}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

The cross-correlation analysis found that the SPN derived from PET and fMRI demonstrated significant spatial overlap (p \< 0.001) in both typical speakers and speakers with HKD (See [Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"} for r values). The SPN within modality (i.e. PET in typical speakers and speakers with HKD and fMRI in typical speakers and speakers with HKD) had the highest correlation (0.55 for PET and 0.54 for MRI). The spatial overlap between the PET and fMRI derived SPN in typical speakers had a r value of 0.52 and is shown in [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}, panel A. The PET SPN had more activity in SMA, primary auditory cortex (BA 41), and visual cortices, while fMRI SPN showed more activation in secondary auditory cortices (BA 21/22). The spatial overlap between the PET and fMRI derived SPN in speakers with HKD had a r value of 0.43 and is shown in [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}, panel B. SPN identified by fMRI in speakers with HKD showed more activation in precuneus, temporal lobes and cerebellum.Table 5The cross correlation indicating the extent of spatial overlap of speech motor maps derived from PET and fMRI in both typical speakers and speakers with HKD.Typical Speakers-fMRISpeakers with HKD-PETSpeakers with HKD-fMRITypical Speakers-PET0.520.550.41Typical Speakers-fMRI0.420.54Speakers with HKD-PET0.420.43Fig. 5Speech motor maps in PET and fMRI derived in A. typical speakers and B. Speakers with HKD. The left hemisphere is on the left side of the image. Activation maps in red are from PET and those in green are derived from fMRI. The overlapping activations from the two modalities are shown in yellow. Note significant overlap of activity in the SMA, M1 mouth/larynx, visual cortex and the cerebellum in typical speakers and speakers with HKD. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Using the overt speech production paradigm in PET, we found that when compared to typical speakers, speakers with HKD had decreased activity in bilateral dorsal premotor and motor and auditory cortices ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}, panel A). Speakers with HKD demonstrated greater activity in left inferior parietal lobule (BA 40) during overt speaking. Similar to the findings in PET, fMRI using the overt speech paradigm also identified significant reductions in activity in dorsal premotor and primary motor cortices and operculum (BA 43) and increased activity in left BA 40 in speakers with HKD. Additionally, speakers with HKD demonstrated significantly decreased activity in the left M1 mouth/larynx ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}, panel B). The decreased activity in the temporal lobe of speakers with HKD was more evident in PET. Further, it was found to be reduced in fMRI in those analyses that ignored cross subject and random effects variance (i.e., fixed effects analysis) but did not remain significant when these variances were modeled (i.e., mixed effects analysis). The brain areas, their BA label, the x, y, and z coordinates, and the z scores are detailed in [Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"}.Fig. 6Speech motor maps in typical speakers and HKD derived by A. PET and B. fMRI. The left hemisphere is on the left side of the image. Activation maps in red are from typical speakers and those in green are in speakers with HKD. The overlapping activations from the two cohorts are shown in yellow. Both PET and fMRI studies found that when compared to typical speakers, speakers with HKD had decreased activity in M1 mouth/larynx and auditory cortex while activity in the visual cortex was of similar extent. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 7Difference between the speech motor maps of typical speakers and speakers with HKD as derived by A. PET and B. fMRI. The left hemisphere is on the left side of the image. Activation maps in red denote typical speakers \> Speakers with HKD and those in green denote Speakers with HKD \> typical speakers contrasts. PET imaging found that when compared to typical speakers, speakers with HKD had decreased activity in left dorsal premotor (BA 6), opercular (BA 43), and auditory cortices (BA 41) and right M1 mouth/larynx (BA 4) and greater activity in left inferior parietal lobule (BA 40) during overt speaking. fMRI identified significant reductions in activity in left dorsal premotor (BA 6) and M1 mouth/larynx cortices (BA 4) and operculum (BA 43) and increased activity in left inferior parietal lobule (BA 40) and angular gyrus (BA 39) in speakers with HKD. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Table 6Differences in speech motor maps between typical speakers and speakers with HKD as identified by PET and fMRI.Typical speakers \> Speakers with HKDPETfMRILobeLocationBrodmann areaxyzZ scorexyzZ score*Frontal*Precentral gyrus6−52−8347.7−54−4383.3Medial frontal gyrus (SMA)6−12−12607.4Precentral gyrus (M1 mouth)4−40−16343.4Precentral gyrus (M1 mouth)460−6207.3*Temporal*Superior temporal gyrus41−46−34186.0*Parietal*Postcentral gyrus43−58−8162.7Postcentral gyrus40−54−24186.4*Cerebellum*CulmenLobule VI--22−58--226.2Speakers with HKD \> Typical speakers*Parietal*Inferior parietal lobule40−42−56486.0−40−58525Angular gyrus39−46−70385.3

4. Discussion {#s0160}
=============

In this study, SPNs were obtained by fMRI using an overt continuous speech paradigm and were compared to the SPN identified by PET in a large cohort of typical speakers. The fMRI overt connected speech paradigm did not result in excessive motion artifacts and, consistent with our expectations, successfully identified the same brain areas demonstrated in a PET study using the same paradigm in these individuals. The SPNs derived in this cohort from PET and fMRI demonstrated significant spatial overlap (r = 0.52; p \< 0.001, [Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"}) and identified brain areas belonging to the feedforward subsystem (SMA, PMd, anterior cingulate cortex, putamen, M1-mouth/larynx, cerebellum) and the feedback subsystem (primary and secondary auditory areas in the temporal lobe) in both hemispheres ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}, [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}, [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}).

As an additional validation, we used the new overt continuous speech paradigm to map the SPN in individuals with HKD secondary to PD and compared the results with the SPN identified in an earlier PET study using the overt speaking paradigm in another cohort of individuals with PD having HKD ([@b0195]). Similar to what we found in typical speakers, the SPN derived from the new fMRI paradigm closely matched that obtained by PET in speakers with HKD (r = 0.43; p \< 0.001, [Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"}). Consistent with our previous findings in PET, the fMRI paradigm identified activations in M1-mouth, SMA, and PMd primarily in the left hemisphere ([Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}, [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}) and decreased engagement of right hemisphere regions during speech production in speakers with HKD.

This study also compared the SPN of speakers with HKD and typical speakers derived by the two modalities, PET and fMRI. Such an intra-individual comparison of the mapping of SPN network by these two modalities has not been previously reported. Consistent with our hypothesis, we replicated the changes in speech motor areas in HKD previously observed in the PET studies ([@b0225], [@b0200]) and, for the first time, demonstrated that these alterations could also be identified using the new overt speech paradigm in fMRI ([Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"}, [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}). Indeed, both imaging methods demonstrated that when compared to typical speakers, speakers with HKD have significantly decreased activity in critical feedforward (bilateral dorsal premotor and motor cortices) and feedback (auditory and somatosensory areas) subsystems.

The findings from this study have demonstrated that the overt connected speech paradigm is feasible in fMRI. By limiting the movement of jaw and lips, the paradigm greatly reduced the speech related head movements as demonstrated by very small translations during scanning ([Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}). The overt reading task was not exactly matched between PET and fMRI. In PET, the mask was a physical barrier that limited the jaw movement while in fMRI, the participants had to consciously limit their jaw movements. During the fMRI practice session we found that the participants were able to read aloud while voluntarily closing their jaws without any difficulty and since each fMRI reading epoch was for only 30 s, the participants were able to do this task without fatigue. Absence of excessive motion during fMRI indicates that the participants were complaint with the task. Another important aspect to consider is differential activation patterns in the sensorimotor cortex arising from the additional orofacial movements in one imaging method versus the other. Although a dorso-ventral somatotopic organization of the lips, jaw, larynx, and tongue has been demonstrated ([@b0320], [@b0015], [@b0325]), at a group level, the peak activations for lips, jaw and tongue are embedded within the larger activation seen in the primary motor cortex and operculum in speech tasks. In typical speakers, the activation in bilateral sensorimotor cortices noted in PET and fMRI was found to have a high degree of overlap ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}, panel A). Therefore we believe that the differences in task performance between PET and fMRI are small and do not contribute to significant differences in activation patterns between the two modalities.

We have also demonstrated that this task was feasible even in individuals with movement disorders such as PD. The task did not require extensive training or practice. Further, all participants in this study were able to reliably speak with closed jaw and lips after only 2--3 trials and successfully completed the task in the MRI scanner. The activation map derived using the new fMRI paradigm was validated against the 'gold standard' -- the PET derived activation map in the same individuals. Therefore, we believe that SPN can be reliably mapped using the new fMRI overt speech paradigm. This paradigm will be especially useful in studying motor speech and voice disorders, including stuttering, apraxia of speech, dysarthria, and spasmodic dysphonia. This paradigm could also be used more widely for mapping SPNs in populations for which PET carries higher risk (e.g. children), in studies where PET may be cost-prohibitive, or to reduce the scanning duration in studies currently using an event-related fMRI paradigm. Furthermore, the high signal-to-noise ratio inherent in block-design fMRI allows this paradigm to be applied for mapping at the individual level, which is critical in presurgical functional mapping or for identifying regions to target using TMS.

The SPN mapped by the new fMRI paradigm in typical speakers is not only consistent with the map derived from PET in the same individuals, it is also consistent with published PET and fMRI studies of speech production ([@b0015], [@b0085], [@b0005], [@b0010]) and their *meta*-analyses ([@b0330], [@b0335], [@b0015]). This new overt speech paradigm in typical speakers identified brain areas included in the feedforward and feedback subsystems within the framework of the Directions into Velocities of Articulators (DIVA) model of speech motor control ([@b0085]). The dorsal premotor cortex, SMA, insula, cingulate cortex, and articulatory and laryngeal M1 cortices, along with putamen and cerebellum, that are included in the feedforward subsystem were identified in our cohort. These areas mediate speech initiation, speech sound map, and articulation including control of orofacial and laryngeal muscles and breathing. Components of feedback subsystem that monitor auditory (primary and secondary auditory cortices) and somatosensory input (ventral somatosensory cortex, BA 43) and feedback control area of ventral premotor cortex in the right hemisphere were also found to be activated during overt continuous speech. Furthermore, all key brain areas for the control of phonation during speaking ([@b0015]) were found to be activated using the new overt connected speech task in fMRI. This provided further evidence for the engagement of M1-larynx during speech production and indicated that this task can be used to study phonatory processes in healthy and diseased states. Finally, this paradigm also identified significant activation in the superior temporal sulcus in the right hemisphere, which has been shown to play a role in maintaining short-term memory of speech sounds, spectral-temporal processing of auditory input, and integrating auditory feedback during speech production ([@b0340], [@b0345]). As expected, we did not see significant activations in brain areas monitoring semantic and linguistic features during spontaneous speech or reading novel material.

We also observed some differences in the SPN regions identified by PET and fMRI in typical speakers. For instance activations in BA 44 and insula were noted in PET but not in fMRI. Activations BA 44 in the left hemisphere and insula in both hemispheres did not survive the z-score significance threshold (Left BA 44: MNI co-ordinates −46, 12, 4, z-score = 3.5; left insula: MNI co-ordinates −40, 10, 8, z-score = 3.9; right insula: MNI co-ordinates 42, 18, 6, z-score = 2.3). Future studies should further investigate the ideal threshold for interpreting fMRI results. In the temporal lobe, auditory areas BA 41 and 42 were not activated significantly in fMRI. Unlike in PET, the background fMRI machine noise possibly engaged of the primary auditory cortices in a similar manner during rest and task conditions. Importantly, the association auditory cortices critical in auditory feedback during speech were observed in both fMRI and PET. Similar differences were found between the SPN regions identified by PET and fMRI in the HKD cohort. Once again the significance level thresholding and different patient groups studied by the two methods likely contributed in these differences.

The present study also demonstrated that the new overt connected speech fMRI paradigm can successfully identify disordered SPN in individuals with HKD. It is now established that, in addition to characteristic appendicular motor signs such as tremor, the majority of individuals with PD develop speech and voice disorders (HKD) during their lifetime ([@b0185], [@b0350]). Speakers with HKD suffer from reduced loudness or hypophonia, poor voice quality, reduced pitch variation, hoarseness, a breathy voice, and imprecise articulation leading to an overall reduction in speech intelligibility ([@b0185]). HKD is thought to arise from physiological deficits at laryngeal, articulatory and respiratory apparatus, as well as decreased cortical activity in areas of feedback and feedforward speech motor control systems ([@b0200], [@b0195], [@b0350], [@b0355], [@b0360]). Using an overt connected speech production paradigm is ideal for examining the neuronal substrates of these anatomical and physiological abnormalities in HKD since the same connected speech paradigm is used in the clinical evaluation of perceptual and acoustic abnormalities of HKD. Furthermore, the overt speech paradigm is also used to examine the behavioral correlates of pharmacological, behavioral and surgical interventions in clinical evaluations ([@b0365]) and therefore the present overt speech approach should be more appropriate to examine the corresponding neural correlates using neuroimaging.

Previous research using overt phonation ([@b0225]), sentence utterances ([@b0200]), and paragraph reading ([@b0195]) in H~2~^15^O PET have examined the neural correlates of HKD and the treatment induced changes. When compared to typical speakers, those with PD demonstrated an increased activation in the premotor areas ([@b0200], [@b0225]) with variable of decreases ([@b0200]) and increases ([@b0225]) reported in primary motor cortex and cerebellum. Prior fMRI overt speech tasks used in studies of Parkinsonian HKD include phonation ([@b0370]), diadochokinesis tasks ([@b0375]), bi- and monosyllabic words ([@b0210]), sentences ([@b0065], [@b0205]), freely chosen speech sequence using four possible words (up, down, left and right) ([@b0220], [@b0215]), object naming, and verb generation ([@b0380]). Different patterns of activations in speakers with HKD have been reported across these studies and are different than that reported in the PET studies. For instance, when compared to typical speakers, greater activity in bilateral primary orofacial sensorimotor cortices ([@b0205], [@b0385]), left PMd and prefrontal regions ([@b0065]) as well as a decreased suppression of auditory cortices when processing external auditory feedback (as in hearing one own\'s voice) has been reported in HKD ([@b0065]).

Using a connected speech paradigm, our PET study found that when compared to typical speakers, speakers with HKD demonstrated decreased activation in the premotor (PMd and SMA), cerebellum, somatosensory association (BA 43) and auditory cortices (BA 41) in the left hemisphere and primary motor cortex in the right hemisphere ([Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"}, [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}). Speakers with HKD demonstrated greater activity in left inferior parietal lobule (BA 40). The fMRI study also replicated the decreased activity in premotor and somatosensory association cortex (BA 43) and increased activity in left BA 40 in speakers with HKD. Additionally, speakers with HKD demonstrated significantly decreased activity in the left M1 mouth/larynx. Taken together, we interpret these findings to indicate abnormalities in the feedforward and feedback subsystems of SPN in speakers with HKD. We believe that tasks like sustained phonation and isolated sentence reading neither reflect real world behavior nor sufficiently challenge the SPN. Conversely, the connected speech paradigm more closely approximates real world speaking demands in both duration and content and more likely elicits the true extent of SPN deficits of HKD. Differences in brain areas found to be under- or over-active in HKD are likely due to the differences in tasks used as well as the nature and severity of HKD in the different cohorts. The differences between PET and fMRI results may also stem from differing mechanisms of cerebral blood flow changes (in PET) and the BOLD signal (in MRI). Additionally, artifacts from moving tongue, jaw and lips even when greatly reduced may still affect the resulting activation maps in fMRI.

5. Potential drawbacks {#s0165}
======================

One of the drawbacks of this study is that while PET and fMRI in typical speakers were performed on the same individuals, PET and fMRI data in HKD speakers were from different cohorts. Despite the two PD cohorts being similar in severity of PD (indexed by Hoehn and Yahr scores), the fMRI group had more participants, more older individuals, and better gender representation. The fMRI cohort had twice as many participants. Although majority of patients in both cohorts were between 50 and 70 years of age, the PET cohort included a 40 year-old individual and 40% of the fMRI cohort were between 70 and 80 years. Additionally, although the two groups were similar in their HKD symptoms and clinical evaluation, there could be differences in specific perceptual and acoustic indices of HKD. These factors might have contributed to the differences in activation patterns seen in PET and fMRI in the PD cohorts and the lower correlation coefficient noted between the speech motor networks in these cohorts. Future studies should attempt to enroll more participants with a more equal age and gender representation and include detailed perceptual and acoustic characterization of HKD. Another potential drawback in the comparisons between typical speakers and speakers with HKD is that the typical speakers were younger and not age-matched with the PD cohort. A recent study found that the rate and accuracy of performing diadochokinetic tasks deteriorated with age that related to decreased lip and tongue strength, decreased oral tactile sensitivity, and a decline in the neural planning and control of speech movements ([@b0390]). A fMRI study of overt production of the vowels and trisyllabic utterances found that when compared to younger typical speakers (21--32 years), older typical speakers (62--84 years) relied less on the feedback system (indicated by decreased activity in the auditory processing regions) and depended more on the feedforward system (demonstrated by greater activation in bilateral SMA and inferior frontal gyri) ([@b0395]). Indeed, similar compensatory changes in the feedforward system has been observed in females with PD having mild hypophonia ([@b0205]). However, in a pilot study with seven healthy elderly, right-handed females (mean age 63 ± 7.2 years) with no history of motor speech disorders who performed the same overt continuous speech paradigm in fMRI, we found no significant difference in the activation patterns between the younger typical speakers and the elderly typical speakers. Further, similar to a report in speakers with moderate HKD ([@b0210]), we found decreased activity in areas of SPN in the fMRI HKD cohort when compared to the elderly cohort (unpublished data). Therefore, we do not expect age-related changes to be a significant factor influencing the findings reported here.

6. Conclusions and future directions {#s0170}
====================================

The findings from this study demonstrate that SPN can be successfully obtained by fMRI using an overt continuous speech paradigm and that the maps strongly correlated with the speech motor maps identified by PET in a large cohort of typical speakers. Additionally, we used the new overt continuous reading paradigm to derive SPN in individuals with PD having HKD. We found that these data were reasonably comparable with the SPN identified in an earlier PET study using the reading paradigm in another cohort of individuals with HKD secondary to PD ([@b0180]). Using both imaging modalities, we demonstrated that speakers with HKD have significantly decreased activity in critical feedforward (bilateral dorsal premotor and motor cortices) and feedback (auditory and somatosensory areas) subsystems mediating speech motor control. Therefore, we believe that SPNs can be reliably mapped using the new fMRI overt speech paradigm. Future studies should further examine the utility of this paradigm in investigating neural networks in other motor speech and voice disorders. Future studies should also examine whether this new fMRI speech paradigm is useful in examining the neural correlates of behavioral, surgical, and pharmacological interventions in motor speech disorders.
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[^2]: R: right; L: left; Ambi: ambidextrous. NA: not applicable. UPDRS: Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale.

[^3]: Hoehn & Yahr Staging of Parkinson's Disease, Stage 0 = no signs of disease, Stage 1 = Mild symptoms, Stage 2 = Bilateral involvement without impairment, Stage 3 = mild to moderate bilateral disease, Stage 4 = severe disability, Stage 5 = wheelchair bound or bedridden.
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